
  

Ironman®   Race   Day   Tips   
Your   success   at   Ironman®   or   Iron   distance   race,   regardless   if   you're   aiming   to   win,   
qualify   for   Kona,   Worlds   or   just   finish,   is   a   sum   of   many   parts.   The   biggest   part   has   
already   been   done   and   that   is   the   consistency   in   training,   developing   the   aerobic   
capacity   pathways   and   resilient   muscles   that   keep   firing   over   a   long   period   of   time.   Yes   
Ironman®   racing   is   the   ability   to   endure...   those   that   keep   their   form,   while   under   
duress,   usually   have   the   best   performances.   

  
Right   now   you   should   be   very   confident   if   you   have   followed   the   training   and   lived   the   
advice.     

  
The   rest   of   the   Ironman®   race   day   puzzle   is   made   up   of   nutrition,   pacing   and   mental   
strength   on   the   day.   All   of   which   has   been   developed   and   practiced   in   training.   

  
But   it   is   a   race   after   all   and   we   can   ‘lose   our   minds’   and   get   ahead   of   ourselves   and   
self   sabotage.     

  
The   KEY   to   executing   is   having   patience   and   confidence   and   to   be   patient   you   need   to   
be   confident.   The   real   question   is   are   YOU    strong   enough   to   go   easy   enough …   early   
on.   And   that   is   mental   toughness   right   there.     

  
Now   ‘easy’   doesn’t   mean   plodding   along,   however   many   athletes   kid   themselves   in   the   
early   stages   of   the   race   (and   early   parts   of   each   discipline)   by   going   at   a   pace   that   is   
not   easy.   Your   respiration   rate   will   give   you   a   clue   -   if   you’re   breathing   is   shallow,   fast   
and   not   controlled   -   you   are   going   too   hard.   Your   intuitive   effort   should   be   between   
moderate   to   moderately   hard   (or   as   I   say   comfortably   uncomfortable).     

  
An   intuitive   effort   recap:     

  
Moderate   -   It’s   not   hard   but   if   you   held   this   pace   for   a   sustained   amount   of   time   by   
virtue   of   the   volume,   your   perceived   effort   will   shift   towards   mod-hard   to   hard.   You   
should   feel   some   strength   in   all   swim,   bike   and   running   but,   all-in-all   it   should   feel   like   a   
good   pace   with   controlled   breathing   and   efforts   that   are   easy   to   recover   from.   Your   
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breathing   rate   should   be   balanced,   with   no   forced   inhalations   or   rushing   exhalation,   
your   body   relaxed   and   in   control.   

  
Mod-Hard   -   This   is   really   the   ‘meat   &   potatoes’   of   your   race   day   intensity   and   it   takes   
focus   and   the   ability   to   deal   with   being   comfortably   uncomfortable.   I   wouldn’t   call   this   
pace   one   that   really   hurts   but   it’s   not   exactly   pain   free   either.   Focus   becomes   critically   
important   to   keep   form   and   pace   maximised.   It’s   a   pace   you   can   hold,   but   you   couldn’t   
push   much   harder   without   having   to   back   off   again.   

  
Look   for   a   6-7   maybe   approaching   an   8/10   here   but   be   honest   in   your   assessment.   
Most   athletes   will   trick   themselves   into   thinking   that   they   are   pushing   mod-hard   but   are   
actually   going   well   above   that   level   (especially   early   on   in   the   bike).   This   needs   to   be   
comfortably   uncomfortable;   sustainable   to   a   point.   Your   breathing   will   be   laboured,   but   
no   gasping   but   it   is   important   that   you   focus   on   body   position   and   form   here   as   this   is   
a   critical   aspect   of   sustaining   this   intensity.   
    
So   with   that   being   said…   have   the   confidence,   the   guts   and   the   ‘strength’   to   go   easy   
enough   early   so   you   can   go   hard   and   be   tough   when   it   counts.   This   may   mean   athletes   
flying   by   you   early   and   that’s   ok…   the   reality   is   if   you   keep   to   your   pace   and   your   
strategy   the   majority   of   these   athletes   will   come   back   later   in   the   day.     

  
Everything   we   have   been   training   for   is   the   back   end   of   the   run…   and   that   means   the   
swims,   the   bikes   and   runs   all   have   been   leading   to   this.     

  
ALL   day   on   Race   Day   we   are   pacing   for   the   back   end   of   the   run.   Remember   that   …   
this   does   not   mean   you’re   going   easy   peasy   on   the   bike   in   the   hopes   of   a   PR   run   (I’ve   
seen   that   strategy   ruin   race   results   too)   It   is   a   race,   but   you   are   not   overdoing   it   early.   
Focus   on   you,   your   true   efforts   and   good   things   will   fall   into   place.     

  
It   doesn’t   mean   it   will   be   easy   though.     

  
“In   the   first   half   of   the   race   don’t   be   an   idiot.   In   the   second   half   don’t   be   a   wimp”   

  
Lastly…   for   now…   since   99%   of   Ironman   starts   are   now   ‘a   rolling   start’,   it   means   you   
do   not   have   to   go   crazy   with   effort.   You   should   have   done   a   warm   up   so   essentially   can   
get   in   and   go   at   IM   pace.   If   you   go   HARD   even   for   a   few   hundred   meters   (if   you   have   
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not   trained   for),   you   will   tax   your   respiratory   system   and   that   is   nearly   impossible   to   
recover   from.   You   will   have   put   a   ‘governor’   on   yourself   for   the   rest   of   the   day.   This   can   
also   lead   to   cramping   early   which   will   also   hurt   your   performances.     

  
Be   smart!     

  
If   it   is   a   ‘mass’   start   like   Kona   …   still   keep   your   wits   about   you.   Have   you   trained   in   a   
way   that   you   can   go   essentially   all   out   for   400+   meters   and   recover   enough?   Likely   not   
and   the   hardest   system   to   recover   right   now   is   your   respiratory   system.   Toast   that   and   
your   day   is   done.     

Race   Morning   
Before   you   leave   your   accommodation   

Breakfast:    If   you   are   metabolically   efficient   (fat-adapted),   you   will   most   likely   not   feel   
like   eating   -   this   is   fine   as   it   is   best   to   stick   to   what   you   have   practised.   If   you   do   eat,   
you   need   to   do   so   3+   hours   before   the   race   start.   After   this,   you   do   not   need   anymore   
calories   -   None.   Sip   on   water   only   with   a   pinch   of   salt   and   a   squeeze   of   lemon   -   this   
will   keep   you   hydrated   before   the   race.   Stop   drinking   water   about   20   minutes   before   
the   start.   

  
Note:   You   cannot   get   any   more   energy   from   stuffing   in   more   food.   No   glycogen   has   
been   depleted   while   you   slept   and   hardly   any   has   been   used   in   your   warm   up.     

  
Timing   may   allow   you   to   go   back   to   bed   for   up   to   another   hour-   depending   on   time   
needed   to   get   to   transition.   If   you   can’t   get   back   to   sleep   and/or   have   time   I   highly   
recommend   having   a   shower   and   then   doing   some   pre   race   Resets   and   soft   tissue   
release   with   TP   Therapy   Performance   Therapy   Tools   to   kick   start   your   body   for   what   
it’s   about   to   do.   Meditate   and   calmly   go   through   your   race   day   in   your   head.   What   you   
want   to   see   ;)     

  
Apply   your   SAFE   non   nanoparticle   sunscreen   now   to   give   it   time   to   absorb.   

  
Your   Pre-Race   bag   should   be   packed   yesterday,   so   all   you   need   to   do   is   grab   your   
drinks/fuel   from   the   fridge   and   you’re   set   to   go.   
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NOTE:   Put   on   your   timing   chip   before   you   leave   the   house.   
  

Getting   to   Race   Start: .   Time   goes   quickly   race   morning   so   I   advise   you   to   get   there   as   
early   as   possible.   For   me,   I   get   there   pretty   much   as   soon   as   transitions   opens.   Less   
crowds   and   if   anything   goes   wrong   you   can   fix   it   and   the   port-a-potty   lines   haven’t   
formed   yet!   Remember   rushing   creates   stress   and   that   extra   30-60min   in   bed   won’t  
positively   affect   performance.   Especially   if   it   leads   to   being   rushed.     

  
Make   sure   you   dress   appropriately   so   you   stay   warm   right   up   to   race   start.   The   
morning   air   temp   can   still   be   cool   in   hotter   climates   when   standing   around.     
 
After   you’re   through   body   marking   and   have   dropped   off   your   special   needs   bags,   
head   to   your   bike   making   a   mental   note   of   its   location   (use   trees,   banners   etc).   

  
Bike   set   up:     I   have   a   pretty   simple   system   that   I   follow   once   I   get   to   my   bike.     

1. Pump   your   tyres   (most   races   provide   these   now)   -   tyre   pressure   is   dependent   on   
factors   such   as   road   surface,   environmental   conditions   and   tyre   choice   (tube   or   
tubular   or   Tubless).     
-   Tubes,   I   recommend   max   100psi   in   dry   weather   and   90-100psi   in   wet   or   thick   
chip   seal   roads.     
-   Tubulars   and   high   pressures   -   check   sidewall   of   tyre   -   but   I   run   them   the   same   
as   tubes,   yes   they   can   go   extremely   high   pressure   BUT   we’re   not   racing   on   a   
nice   velodrome!   So   the   same   pressures   as   above.     

2. Wipe   down   your   bike   with   a   clean   rag   (if   it’s   wet).   
3. Put   nutrition   and   drink   bottles   onto   your   bike.   Fill   up   your   

jetstream/speedfill/aerobottle   if   using   one   and   make   sure   it   is   secure!     
4. Check   everything   is   working   as   it   should   be.     
5. Place   in   correct   gear   (middle   to   upper   gear   of   cluster   and   big   chain   ring   is   safe,   

but   look   at   the   bike   exit.   Is   it   uphill?).   
6. Put   your   Garmin   on   if   using   and   turn   it   on   to   get   a   GPS   fix.   It   may   switch   off   

(likely   will)   and   will   be   OFF   when   you   get   out   of   the   swim,   so   make   a   mental   note   
to   turn   it   on   when   you   get   to   your   bike.     

7. Set   cranks   so   that   the   pedal   is   at   270°   (or   9   o'clock)   on   the   mount   side   of   the   
bike.   
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8. Get   out   of   there!   Taking   another   look   at   where   your   bike   is   positioned   in   
transition.   

  
Warming   up:    Many   athletes   don’t   even   think   about   warming   up   as   they   believe   the   day   
is   long   enough   already.    Warming   up   is   crucial   to   performance    as   it   wakes   your   
muscles   and   systems   up   and   gets   them   prepared   for   the   task   at   hand.     

  
1   hour   prior   to   race   start:   
Run   10-15   minutes   easy:   If   it   is   cool,   keep   your   clothes   on   and   stay   warm.   Add   in   a   few   
10-15sec   strides   but   nothing   hard.   You   will   want   a   light   sweat.     

  
Last   Pit   Stop:    Being   early   to   transition   and   getting   body   marking   done   and   bike   set   up   
means   you   can   get   in   and   out   quick   and   that   means   less   likelihood   of   porta   potty   lines!  
(and   don’t   forget   to   take   some   of   your   own   toilet   paper   -   just   in   case).   

  
30-45   mins   prior   to   race   start:   
Put   on   your   wetsuit/swim   skin.   Take   special   care   to   put   it   on   correctly   and   use   a   plastic   
bag   to   assist   you.   Put   glide,   baby   oil   etc   around   areas   that   will   chafe   BUT   a   tip   is   to   
either   use   a   plastic   bag   or   get   someone   else   to   put   on   the   lube   for   you…   this   way   
water   won’t   be   slipping   off   your   hand   while   swimming.     

  
Go   over   your   race   plan   in   your   head.   --    smile,   you   are   exactly   where   you   have   
trained   hard   to   be   and   want   to   be!   

  
20   mins   prior   to   race   start:   
Cease   water   intake   20   mins   prior   to   start   and   get   into   the   water   in   an   area   that   is   
designated   swim   warm   up   zone!     

  
Swim   warm   up.   10   mins   of   easy   swimming   with   4-6   x   30   stroke   pickups,   focusing   on   
strong   solid   strokes.     

  
Right   now   people   are   piling   into   the   water,   and   it   can   get   pretty   chaotic   -   try   and   keep   
your   cool,   and   find   some   space.   Look   up   a   lot   so   you   don’t   have   any   head-on   
collisions.     
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Make   it   a   point   to   find   out   how   they   are   seeding   the   rolling   start   and   when   you   need   to   
start   lining   up   for   seeding.   This   will   dictate   when   you   should   do   your   warm   up.     

  
First   Timers:   There   is   really   only   one   major   goal   today   and   that   is   to   finish   with   a   smile.   
This   is   the   only   time   when   you   have   no   pressure   to   chase   a   PB.   You   have   done   the   
work,   so   just   stay   focused   in   the   moment,   do   your   best   and   the   times   will   take   care   of   
themselves.   

  
*   If   the   race   doesn’t   allow   a   swim   warm   up   (you’ll   know   this   in   advance)   either   take   
swim   cords   if   you’ve   practiced   using   them   and   use   them   for   a   short   swim   like   warm   up.   
If   you   haven’t,   then   you   can   do   some   bodyweight   exercises   like   jumping   jacks,   
handwalks,   resets   and   arm   circles/swings   to   be   blood   flowing   and   HR   up   a   little.   
Something   is   better   than   nothing.     

Race   Start   
  

Swim   positioning:     
Most   Ironman’s   now   are   a   continuous   rolling   start   -   so   that   means   it   will   be   a   
continuous   line   of   athletes   piling   into   the   water   versus   a   mass   start.   This   will   make   it   a   
little   less   chaotic   and   there   shouldn't   be   as   much   anxiety.     

  
As   with   a   mass   start,   you   will   still   want   to   seed   yourself   to   your   swim   ability…     

  
If   it   is   a   mass   start,   you’ll   need   a   little   more   mental   preparation   and   again   seed   yourself   
as   advised   above.     

  
The   last   thing   you   want   is   to   be   swum   over   for   the   first   portion   of   the   day!   It’s   99.9%   
likely   that   you   will   get   pushed,   kicked,   hit,   swum   on   top   of   etc.   The   key   here   is   to   try   to   
stay   calm   -   the   chaos   usually   eases   off,   and   getting   anxious   or   angry   only   wastes   
energy   or   worse   can   ruin   your   day   with   an   unwanted   asthma   attack.     

  
Remember   most   people   aren’t   deliberately   trying   to   whack   you   or   touch   your   feet.   
Keep   your   calm   and   save   energy.    
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If   you’re   a   strong   swimmer   and   want   to   do   well   in   your   age   group,   then   you   need   to   be   
at   the   front   of   each   designated   expected   swim   time   or   right   up   the   front   of   a   mass   
start.     

  
If   it’s   a   mass   start   -   where   should   you   position   yourself?   Well   that   is   up   to   you.   I   have   
counter   intuitively   always   got   more   space   and   clear   water   starting   in   the   middle   versus   
on   the   sides.     

  
For   the   most   part,   the   swim   should   feel   mostly   moderate   in   effort   level.   Obviously   at   
the   start   your   heart   rate   will   be   high,   but   not   too   high.   The   rolling   start   will   mean   a   
slightly   lower   heart   rate   and   you   do   not   need   or   want   to   get   into   a   high   respiration   rate.   
After   400-1000m   you   should   be   in   a   nice   moderate   rhythm.   Stay   task   focused   -   think   
breathe,   catch   (grip),   pull   (rip).   Smooth   and   strong.   

  
Sight   often…   i.e   every   3   stroke   cycles   (a   stroke   cycle   is   one   cycle   of   both   arms).   If   you   
find   navigation   challenging,   sight   more   often   -   thus   the   every   3   stroke   cycle   advice.   We   
have   now   put   sighting   practice   into   our   blueprint   swims   so   this   should   be   well   
rehearsed   by   now.     

  
Find   some   good   feet   to   sit   on.   It   makes   a   huge   difference   but   make   sure   they   are   not   
swimming   all   over   the   place.   I’d   rather   swim   non   drafting   but   in   a   straight   line!   The   best   
people   to   draft   off   are   the   ones   that   move   past   you   gradually,   as   you’re   more   likely   to   
stay   on   their   feet/hip.   Pick   up   speed   a   little   and   stick   to   their   feet/hip   (without   
continuously   hitting   them   as   it’s   annoying).   The   perfect   pace   should    feel   as   if   you   
could   pass   the   person   in   front   of   you,   but   when   you   try,   you   find   that   you   can’t.     

  
Sighting:   make   sure   you   sight   frequently   so   you   don’t   go   off   course.   Don’t   leave   it   to   
the   person   whose   feet   you’re   sitting   on   as   they   might   be   going   off   course.   Use   
whatever   landmarks   you   can,   buildings,   mountains,   trees   on   the   horizons   that   are   
directly   in   line   with   the   swim   course.   To   sight   you   only   need   to   lift   your   goggles   out   of   
the   water   and   not   your   whole   head,   unless   it’s   really   choppy.   I   recommend   looking   
every   6   strokes   (3   stroke   cycles).   If   you   don’t   see   anything   on   your   ‘sight   stroke’   then   
immediately   sight   again   on   the   next   stroke.     
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Near   the   end   of   the   swim   (last   200m)   stay   relaxed   and   start   thinking   about   transition   
and   increase   your   kick   a   little   to   help   get   blood   flow   to   your   legs.   

T1   -   Swim-to-Bike   
  

Tip:  Keep  swimming  until  you  feel  your  fingertips  hit  the  bottom  in  your  usual  stroke-                 
then  stand  up.  Standing  up  too  soon  is  slower  as  the  water  will  be  too  deep  to  run                    
through.   

  
● If   for   some   reason   your   swim   time   is   not   what   you   have   hoped   or   you   missed   

your   goal   time   the   best   thing   you   CAN   do   is    Set   and   Forget .   It’s   a   very   small   part   
of   the   day   and   dwelling   on   it   will   start   a   negative   spiral.   It’s   done,   now   is   time   to   
focus   on   the   bike.     

  
● It’s   an   Ironman®   so   when   you   stand   up   you   do   not   need   to   sprint.   Just   keep   

moving   steadily   through   transition.     
  
● Sprinting   through   transition   will   shoot   your   lactate   levels   sky   high   and   is   stressful   

on   your   digestive   system.   You   want   this   to   be   operating   efficiently!   
  
● Once   you’re   up   and   moving,   start   unzipping   your   wetsuit   and   get   it   down   to   your   

waist.   If   the   event   has   wetsuit   strippers,   let   them   get   it   off   you   easily   by   lying   
down.   If   not,   keep   moving,   grabbing   your   T1   bag   (yell   your   number   as   there   will   
be   helpers   guiding   you).     

  
● Once   into   the   tent   get   your   wetsuit   off   and   tip   out   your   T1   bag   (if   it’s   cold,   put   on   

those   arm   warmers   and   wind   vest).   Place   your   wetsuit,   goggles   and   cap   in   the   
bag,   grab   what   you   need   and   get   going   to   your   bike.   A   volunteer   will   take   care   
of   your   bag   for   you.   

  
● Remember,   smooth   and   steady,   and   don’t   forget   to   thank   the   volunteers   :-)  

  
Important  Note:  Most  bike  crashes  occur  at  mount,  dismount  and  going  through  aid               
stations.  Make  sure  you  keep  your  wits  about  you  and  don’t  be  riding  the  whole  time                  
looking   at   your   stem…   look   ahead!     
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The   Bike   
  
● Consume   just   water   +   salt   sticks   or   similar   (electrolytes)   for   approximately   the   

first   20   minutes   of   the   bike.   It’s   too   much   stress   on   your   digestive   system   at   this   
stage   to   be   stuffing   calories   in   and   it   can   effectively   shut   your   stomach   down.   
Let   your   body   settle   and   blood   get   to   your   legs.   Then   start   the   fuelling   plan   you   
have   practiced   in   training.     

  
● Start   the   bike   comfortably   and   in   control!   Your   heart   rate   is   going   to   be   high   as   

you   have   spent   an   hour   or   so   using   your   upper   body.   Blood   has   been   pumping   
to   your   upper   body   and   now   you’re   shocking   the   system   by   asking   your   legs   to   
do   the   work.   Give   your   body   a   chance   to   catch   up,   so   don’t   over   bike   this   first   
section.   Ride   smoothly,   keep   your   pace   and   efforts   in   check.   Forget   all   those   
people   that   have   just   blown   past   you…   it’s   early   days!   

  
Be   strong   enough   to   go   easy   enough   early   so   you   can   be   strong   enough   
physically   and   mentally   to   go   when   it   counts!     

  
● No   matter   how   you   ride,   the   last   third   of   the   bike   is   going   to   be   hard.   However   

you   definitely   want   to   be   able   to   ride   strong   in   this   last   section,   so   ride   at   a   
moderate   but   ‘comfortable’   pace   early   as   that   same   pace   will   end   up   
sustainable   but   definitely   not   comfortable.   A   PACE   YOU   HAVE   BEEN   TRAINING   
AT.   Do   not   be   fooled   at   how   ‘EASY’   the   first   section   of   the   bike   is   and   that   you’ll   
miraculously   be   able   to   sustain   a   pace   that   is   a   few   kilometers/hr   faster   than   
normal.   Over   biking   too   early   will   hurt   your   overall   race   performance.      

  
● The   bike   portion   of   the   Ironman   race   really   starts   around   the   120km   (74.5m),   

many   people   can   ride   ‘fast’   till   here   and   then   implode.   Proper   honest   pacing   will   
get   you   to   this   point   in   good   shape   and   if   feeling   good   allow   you   to   pick   it   up   a   
little   whilst   staying   aerobic.   

  
Tip  for  the  boys:  Race  your  own  race.  Getting  caught  up  riding  faster  than  you  know                  
you  should/can,  because  someone  you  know  has  gone  past  is  a  sure  fire  way  to  blow                  
your  day!  If  you’re  riding  in  a  pack,   stay  legal  and  don’t  play  leap  frog  (this  is  where                    
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you  slot  in  a  gap  someone  has  left  so  as  not  to  draft,  personally  I  think  this  should  be  a                      
direct  penalty,  so  don’t  do  it  -  if  you  have  to,  ride  to  the  front,  if  you  can’t  then  stay                      
where  you  are).  Girls  rarely  over-bike  it,  but  many  inexperienced  testosterone  fueled              
male   have   blown   their   Ironman®   day   this   way.   

  
● After   the   first   20   minutes   start   your   fuelling.   The   best   way   to   do   this   is   to   drip,   

drip,   drip   your   calories   in   all   day   long.   That   way   you’re   not   stressing   your   
digestive   system   with   a   whole   whack*   of   calories   at   one   time.   Same   goes   for   
fluids,   small   frequent   sips.   Do   what   you   have   practiced   in   your   Ironman   specific   
training   sessions   (but   remember   your   plan   is   not   set   in   stone!).   

  
*There   is   a   caveat   here   with   the   whack   of   calories.   If   you   are   fat   adapted   and  
have   tested   this   in   training.   You   can   give   your   body   100-160   calories   in   a   short   
time   washed   down   with   water   about   15   minutes   before   a   sustained   effort.   It   will   
help   you   with   that   effort.     

  
● Pacing   &   Nutrition:    the   harder   you’re   riding   the   higher   your   HR   will   be   and   the   

less   food   you   can   absorb   (heart   rate   and   ability   to   process   fuel   are   inversely   
related).   There   may   be   times   due   to   course   profile   where   you   can’t   hit   the   
‘planned’   per   hour   fuel   goal,   eg.   The   course   goes   through   a   hilly   section.   You   
should   not   try   to   make   up   the   loss   of   fuel   as   your   body   will   use   fat   stores.   Once   
you’re   back   into   a   good   rhythm   then   resume   your   fuelling   plan.   

  
● You   can   set   a   repeated   countdown   timer   on   your   watch   to   remind   you   to   eat   or   

drink   at   an   interval   you   have   worked   on   in   training-   keeping   in   mind   the   
comments   above.     

  
● The   climate   WILL   have   an   impact   on   your   race   fueling   needs.   In   cold   

temperatures   you   may   need   to   ‘slightly’   increase   calorie   needs   as   your   body   will   
be   using   more   energy   to   stay   warm   -   I   still   believe   that   you   need   adequate   
amounts   of   electrolytes   in   cold   weather   as   electrolytes   are   to   muscles   like   oil   is   
to   an   engine.   If   there   is   limited   or   no   electrolytes   (oil),   the   muscles   (engine)   will   
seize.     
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● The   hotter   the   weather,   the   more   compromised   the   digestive   system   becomes   
meaning   that   you   will   need   to   throttle   back   the   amount   of   calories   you’re   
consuming,   while   at   the   same   time   increasing   your   hydration   (water   plus   salt   
sticks).   If   you   don’t   curb   calories   intake   then   you’re   putting   yourself   at   greater   
risk   of   stomach   shut   down   which   in   turn   shuts   down   fluid   uptake   for   hydration.     

  
● Also   caffeinated   gels   and   electrolytes   etc   aren’t   the   best   in   hot   conditions   and   

can   cause   stomach   distress.   Coke   is   fine   as   it’s   not   as   in   concentrated   amounts   
as   it   is   in   sports   nutrition   products.     

  
● We   have   found   great   success   with   ourselves   and   many   athletes   consuming   

approximately   2    (SaltSticks   or   similar)   electrolyte   capsules   for   every   600ml   
bottle   you   use   or   4-5   for   larger   bottles.   How   much   you   need   is   dependent   on   
race   conditions,   your   pacing   and   how   much   you   sweat.     

  
● Hydration   is   impacted   by   where   in   the   field   you’re   racing.   Studies   have   shown   

that   front   of   the   pack   athletes   are   generally   dehydrated,   whilst   middle   to   back   of   
the   pack   athletes    typically   over-hydrate   (hyper-dilute   your   blood   sodium   
concentrations).   Both   scenarios   affect   race   performance   and   can   potentially   
become   extremely   dangerous   if   allowed   to   escalate.   500-750   milliliters/hr   (about   
17-25   fluid   ounces/hr)   is   the   range   suitable   for   most   athletes   in   most   conditions.   
Only   under   really   hot   conditions   fluid   intake   requirements   increase   -   ensure   that   
you   increase   electrolytes   (sodium)   at   the   same   time.   

  
Tips   for   queasiness   or   sloshing   stomachs   

● If   you   ever   get   stomach   queasiness   after   taking   a   Salt   Stick   (or   any   electrolyte   
tablets   for   that   matter)   then   you   have   simply   not   had   enough   water   with   it.   Drink   
a   bit   more   and   wait   10-   15mins   and   see   how   you   feel.   You   may   also   need   to   
slightly   back   off   the   pace   to   let   your   stomach   settle.     

  
● If   your   stomach   is   sloshing   it   simply   means   you   are   overdue   for   electrolyte   

intake.   Take   a   Salt   Stick   and   see   how   you   feel   in   10-15mins.   Still   sloshing,   take   
another.   You   may   also   need   to   slightly   back   off   the   pace   to   let   your   stomach   
settle.     
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● If   you   have   queasiness   and   haven’t   been   good   on   your   Salt   Stick   intake   then   
take   another.     

  
● Stomach   problems   can   be   caused   by   many   factors,   such   as   incorrect   pacing,   

starting   your   nutrition   too   early   (you   know   not   to   do   that   now)   or   putting   in   too   
many   calories   or   too   much   fluid.   (see   Race   Day   Nutrition   Rules)   If   you   are   
experiencing   stomach   distress,   you   need   to   adjust   your   fueling   plan,   SLOW   
down   or   even   stop   to   let   your   stomach   absorb   what’s   in   there   by   getting   some   
blood   flow   back   there.   Once   you   are   feeling   better   you   can   increase   your   pace   
again   and   start   to   slowly   drip,   drip,   drip   the   fuel   back   in.   You’ll   save   time   by   
slowing   or   stopping   rather   than   pushing   on.   

  
● In   hot   races   you   will   want   to   stay   cool,   so   it   is   a   good   idea   to   pour   water   over   

yourself   at   each   aid   station.   Splash   your   head,   face   and   groin   -   this   will   keep   
your   core   temperature   from   overheating.   Contrary   to   what   you   might   think,   
clothes   that   cover   as   much   skin   as   possible   are   highly   beneficial   on   a   hot   day.   
You’ll   be   able   to   keep   them   wet   which   will   cool   you   down,   and   protect   your   skin   
from   the   sun.   

  
● Aid   stations:    Make   sure   you   know   where   they   are   on   the   course.   Throw   out   

empty   bottles   on   your   approach.   If   you   need   something   make   sure   you   do   slow   
down,   and   be   very   wary   of   other   riders.   Store   your   bottles   and   get   back   up   to   
speed   again.   Once   you   are   well   clear   of   the   aid   station   and   back   up   to   race   
pace,   then   you   can   take   a   drink   or   re-fill   your   jet-stream.  

  
● Special   Needs:    To   use   it   or   not   depends   on   your   fuelling   strategy.   If   you   choose   

to   use   it   then   you   must   also   be   prepared   to   stop   and   wait   if   the   helpers   do   not   
have   your   bag   ready.   I   made   this   mistake   in   Kona   (it’s   not   worth   ruining   all   the   
HARD   work   you   have   put   in).   Even   if   you   choose   not   to   use   it   as   part   of   your   
plan,   I   recommend   putting   some   extra   electrolytes,   nutrition   and   maybe   a   tyre   or   
tube   and   gas   in   there   purely   as   a   backup.     

  
● Flat   Tyres   can   happen!   If   you   get   one,   stay   calm   and   relaxed   as   this   will   help   you   

change   it   quickly.   If   you   do   not   know   how   to   change   a   flat   please   practice   this   
before   race   day.     
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● Preparing   to   run.   When   you   have   around   10+   minutes   until   you   hit   T2,   increase   

the   cadence   slightly   and   focus   on   relaxing   your   legs.   Stand   up   a   few   times,   
stretch   and   start   to   visualise   your   transition   and   running.   This   will   prepare   you   to   
run.   

T2   Bike-to-Run   
  
● In   the   last   few   hundred   meters   of   the   bike,   take   your   feet   out   of   your   shoes   and   

place   them   on   top   and   ride   like   this   until   just   before   the   dismount   line.   Dismount   
and   a   helper   will   take   your   bike.   I f   you   have   not   done   this   before…   practice   
this   a   lot   -   it   is   easy!   If   you   are   NOT   confident   then   unclip   as   normal   at   the   
dismount   line.     

  
● Run   steadily   to   your   T2   bag   and   into   the   change   tent.   Only   take   your   helmet   off   

once   inside   the   tent.     
  
● Tip   out   the   contents   of   your   T2   bag   to   make   it   easy.   Sit   down,   get   some   fresh   

socks   on,   your   shoes   on.   Then   grab   your   run   nutrition,   race   number   belt,   hat   and   
maybe   a   fresh   pair   of   sunglasses   and   get   going.   You   can   put   these   in   pockets   
and   attach   as   you   run.   

  
Tip:   Ask   a   volunteer   for   some   water   and   wash   your   face-   it   refreshes   you   ‘slightly’.   

  
● Pack   some   spare   glide   in   your   T2   bag   just   in   case   you   have   any   chafing   

problems.   Volunteers   will   usually   have   sunscreen   and   put   it   on   for   you   whilst   
you’re   getting   ready.   

  
Tip:  Put  a  positive  affirmation  in  your  T2  bag,  it  might  help  you,  even  if  it  just  puts  a                     
smile   on   your   face   it’s   done   it’s   job!   

  
● Don’t   forget   to   thank   the   volunteers!     
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Run   time   
  
● There   is   usually   an   aid   station   in   T2   or   as   you   exit   out   onto   the   run   course,   (but   

I’m   not   100%   here)   if   so,   just   grab   some   water   here.   Start   your   nutrition   at   the   
next   aid   station,   when   your   HR   is   more   settled.     

  
● If   you   paced   the   bike   correctly   then   you’ll   be   set   up   for   a   good   run.   This   doesn’t   

mean   you   had   to   ride   ‘easy’,   but   you   rode   honestly   based   on   pace   development   
through   training.     

  
● Relax   into   your   run,   focus   on   easy   breathing   and   stride   rate   -   it   may   feel   really   

easy   to   run   quick   here   so   check   your   pace   with   the   kilometre   or   mile   markers   (or   
your   Garmin)   and   adjust   accordingly.   The   crowds   are   cheering   and   you   are   riding   
a   wave   of   adrenalin...easy   on   the   throttle   and   hold   back!   

  
● It’s   early   days   yet.   So   ease   into   your   run   pace…   you   most   likely   will   have   to   back   

it   off   EVEN   IF   IT   FEELS   EASY.   Don’t   worry   about   your   HR   as   it’s   going   through   
another   adjustment   phase   from   bike   to   run.   Just   run   ‘easy’   to   start   and   build   into   
it.     

  
● If   it   feels   hard,   focus   on   one   foot   in   front   of   the   other   and   maintain   good   form.   It   

can   come   good.   Now   is   the   time   to   be   tough   and   show   some   grit.     
  
● Fuelling:    You’re   now   at   least   two   thirds   into   the   race   and   it   becomes   harder   for   

your   digestive   system   to   do   its   job.   This   means   that   your   calorie   needs   reduce   a   
little   from   what   they   were   on   the   bike.   Keep   to   the   drip,   drip,   drip   protocol.     

  
● Aid   Stations:    Move   through   them   steadily   and   get   everything   you   need.   I   tell   all   

my   athletes   not   to   walk   as   you   will   feel   the   fatigue   and   the   body   feels   better   now   
you   have   stopped   and   it’s   harder   mentally   to   start   again   each   time.   Use   all   aid   
stations.   

  
Tip:  To  make  sure  the  fluids  go  into  your  mouth  and  not  all  over  your  face,  squeeze  the                    
top   of   the   cup   together   and   use   the   formed   spout   to   pour   into   your   mouth.     
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● Electrolytes:    I   recommend   you   continue   to   consume   approximately   4   

electrolytes   capsules   per   hour.   I   find   the   best   way   is   to   use   a   flip   top   cylindrical   
container   (m&m’s   minis   container   works   well).   Put   them   in   your   mouth   in   the   
lead   up   to   the   aid   station,   so   your   hands   are   free   to   grab   cups   and   you   can   
swallow   the   capsules   with   your   first   drink.   

  
● Coke:    There   are   many   thoughts   as   to   when/if   to   use   coke   in   a   race.   Personally   I   

use   it   at   every   other   aid   station.   But   the   secret   is   you   need   to   get   enough   of   it.   
Don’t   wait   too   long   if   you   think   you   need   it.   Use   it   early   and   often   and   get   a   full   
cup's   worth.   I’ve   run   a   whole   IM   maraton   on   coke   only   as   I   couldn't   take   on   
gels.     

  
● Special   Needs:    You   should   use   this   since   there   is   really   no   chance   of   missing   it   

and   it   allows   you   to   carry   less   weight   from   the   start   of   the   run.   Plus   you   can  
keep   extras   in   there   or   a   special   treat.   If   you   know   you’re   going   to   be   out   there   
when   it   gets   cooler   at   night   then   put   some   warm   clothes   in   there.   

  
● Staying   Focused:    You   need   to   do   this   all   day   because   if   you   lose   focus   your   

perceived   exertion   will   increase   while   your   pace   drops.   We   like   breaking   the   
course   into   sections   to   make   it   mentally   easier.   On   a   lapped   course,   each   lap   or  
turnaround   can   be   a   section.   However   if   you   go   through   a   tough   patch,   reduce   
the   sections   right   down   to   a   landmark   you   can   see   in   the   distance.     

  
Charlotte’s  Tip:  To  get  back  on  track,  pick  up  your  stride  rate,  and  even  count  cadence                  
for  a  minute.  Think  positive,  and  remind  yourself  what  a  champion  you  are.  Have  a                 
special  chant  like  ”I’m  flying  along  feeling  fantastic”.  It  will  change  your  mood               
dramatically.   

  
● If   you’re   racing   for   a   spot   or   podium:   It   is   not   over   till   you   cross   that   finish   line..   

Especially   with   a   rolling   start!   Many   people   have   run   down   competitors   right   at   
the   last   second.   I   once   missed   a   Kona   spot   by   6   seconds   when   a   competitor   
sprinted   past   me   in   the   finish   chute!     
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Tips   from   two   of   the   best   ever:    

Dave   Scott    -   sometimes   you   have   to   take   a   risk,   it’s   a   race   after   all.   If   you   feel   you   
have   that   little   bit   extra,   then   kick   it   up   a   notch,   stay   in   control   and   then   if   you   have   the   
legs,   go   for   it   in   the   last   mile.   

  
Mark   Allen    -   Leave   it   until   the   last   third   of   the   run   to   unleash   your   abilities.   Mark   Allen   
says:   “Don’t   feel   like   you’re   racing   until   the   final   eight   miles   (13   km)   of   the   run.   Keep   the   
mental   energy   level   in   training   mode   until   the   end.   Then,   and   only   then,   let   it   completely   
fly   free.”   

  
It’s   a   fantastic   feeling   when   you’re   passing   people   in   the   latter   stages   of   an   Ironman®   
marathon.   Each   person   you   pass   will   give   you   energy.   Racing   this   way   takes   HUGE   
amounts   of   discipline   and   trust   in   yourself   but   it   feels   awesome.   

  
● The   Finish:    If   this   is   your   first   time   Ironman   then   lap   up   that   finish   chute   

atmosphere   and   what   you   have   just   accomplished.   If   you're   a   multi-time   finisher   
then   still   lap   it   up   because   whichever   way   you   cut   it,   it’s   a   big   deal.   Take   time   to   
ENJOY   IT-   this   is   your   moment   of   glory   -   that   doesn't   mean   you   have   to   slow   
down   but   don’t   let   it   pass   by   without   a   thought.     

  
● As   soon   as   you’re   finished   your   first   priority   is   to   get   some   fluids   and   sodium   

into   you   and   then   some   food.   Then   go   get   a   massage   where   you   can   lie   down   
and   relax   and   grab   a   beer!   Enjoy   the   feeling   because   ….   

  

Congratulations   “You   are   an   Ironman!”   
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